
Other Blunt but Practical Advice From Home
Organizer
Home organization can be a daunting task, but it's made easier with the
right advice. In this article, we'll share some blunt but practical advice from
a professional home organizer that will help you get your home in order.
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1. Don't be afraid to declutter

The first step to organizing your home is to declutter. This means getting rid
of anything you don't use or need anymore. It can be a difficult task, but it's
essential for creating a more organized and functional home.

Here are a few tips for decluttering:

Start small. Don't try to declutter your entire home at once. Start with
one room or area, and work your way up to the rest of your house.
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Be ruthless. Don't be afraid to get rid of things you don't use or need
anymore. If you haven't used something in the past year, it's probably
time to get rid of it.

Get rid of duplicates. If you have multiple copies of the same item,
keep the one in the best condition and get rid of the rest.

Be honest with yourself. Ask yourself if you really need each item
you're holding onto. If you can live without it, get rid of it.

2. Use vertical space

One of the best ways to maximize space in your home is to use vertical
space. This can be done by using shelves, cabinets, and drawers to store
items off the floor. Vertical storage can also help you keep your home
looking more organized and tidy.

Here are a few tips for using vertical space:

Use shelves to store books, DVDs, and other items that you don't use
on a regular basis.

Use cabinets to store food, kitchen supplies, and other household
items.

Use drawers to store clothes, linens, and other personal belongings.

Use under-the-bed storage to store seasonal items, bulky items, or
anything else that you don't need on a regular basis.

3. Keep surfaces clear

One of the best ways to keep your home looking organized and tidy is to
keep surfaces clear. This means keeping your counters, tables, and other



surfaces free of clutter.

Here are a few tips for keeping surfaces clear:

Put away items as soon as you're done with them.

Don't let clutter accumulate on surfaces.

Use baskets or bins to store items that you need to keep on hand, but
don't want to clutter up your surfaces.

Make it a habit to tidy up your surfaces before you go to bed each
night.

4. Be consistent

The key to keeping your home organized is to be consistent. This means
making a habit of putting things away where they belong, and keeping your
surfaces clear. It may take some time to get into a routine, but it will be
worth it in the end.

Here are a few tips for being consistent:

Make a schedule for cleaning and organizing your home.

Set aside time each day to put things away.

Don't let clutter accumulate.

Be patient and persistent. It takes time to get into a routine, but it will
be worth it in the end.

Getting your home organized can be a challenge, but it's definitely
possible. By following the advice in this article, you can create a more



organized and functional home that you'll love.
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James Wade's Captivating Tale: Delving into
the Second Chapter
In the heart of a realm where the veil between reality and imagination
blurs, we embark once more on the extraordinary journey of James
Wade. Having escaped the clutches of...
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The bond between a mother and daughter is one of the most powerful
and enduring bonds in the world. It is a bond that is forged in love and...
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